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Definitions

 "A honeynet is a research tool consisting of a network 
specically designed for the purpose of being compromised, 
with control mechanisms that prevent this network from being 
used as a base for launching attacks against other networks."  
 

- Cristine Hoepers, Klaus Steding-Jessen, and Antonio Montes, 
Honeynets Applied to the CSIRT Scenario



Definitions

IDS - Intrusion Detection System
Emphasis on detection only (passive)
Does not require attack response
Examples: snort, acid, base, ossec 

 
IPS - Intrusion Prevention System

Implies attack response (active)
Dynamic prevention based on real-time attack data
Examples: snort in-line, portsentry

 



Definitions

HIDS - Host Intrusion Detection System
Sensors installed on honeypots or target servers
Data collected can include syscalls, local logs, rootkits, etc.
May be possible to detect and thwart
Requires expert knowledge in filesystem, memory 
management, and forensic recovery

 
NIDS - Network Intrusion Detection System

Sensor listening on network tap or span port
Data collected may be encrypted, thus difficult to interpret
Requires expert knowledge of routing, bridging, firewalls



Purpose

Lowering barriers of entry for participants by creating 
software distribution sets that meet the needs of the 
individual as well as the collective
Educating network administrators about threat levels based 
on actual attacks rather than directed by computer security 
media propaganda
Establishing communication between network professionals 
that enable them to provide evidence for the apprehension 
and prosecution of attackers at large



Infrastructure

Hardware
Servers

Minimum: 566Mhz, 256M RAM, 20G HD
Average: 1.5Ghz, 1G RAM 80G HD
Recommended: 2+Ghz Multicore SMP, 
4+G RAM, 1+T SAN

Network
Minimum: 512Kb uplink, 10Mb LAN
Average LAN: 3Mb uplink, 100Mb LAN
Recommended: 6Mb uplink, 1000Gb LAN



Infrastructure

Software
Servers

Ubuntu 9.04
CentOS 5.3
OpenBSD 4.5

Network
OpenBSD 4.0
OpenBSD 4.5

Honeypots
Debian Linux 
RedHat Linux
OpenBSD
Windows



Infrastructure

http://distributed.honeynets.org/pub/honeynet.png



Honeypots

Bare-metal Installation
Most realistic attacker interaction pre-virtualization era 
Setup is familiar and well documented 
Limitations:

Difficult to replicate (must reinstall from scratch)
Wasted resources (avg CPU load 0.00)
OS requirements based on release year
(Old OS will not install without newer drivers)



Honeypots

Virtual Installation
Easy to manage (insert cloud propaganda)
Easy to replicate (boot last clean image)
Limitations

Requires new skillset (Xen, KVM, VMWare)
Increased overhead (CPU cycles for hypervisor)
Upfront expense (multicore CPU, dense RAM)
Can quickly become complex



Network

IP Allocation
Public: required for central gateway(s)
Private: currently required for honeynet with 1:1 binat 
mapping to honeypots from gateway(s)

Subnets
Adminnet: 10.254.0.0/16
Honeynet: 10.1.0.0/16

Routers
OpenBSD in production, though any standards-
compliant router should work
Public router performing NAT on central gateway must 
support IPSEC 



Network

Bridges
Required for each gateway if the honeynet is on the 
same subnet at each end (gif0 + ext0 => br0)
May be placed anywhere to sniff packets

Firewalls 
Required at the central gateway for NAT
Recommended at every choke-point
Must drop connections to the administrative, personal, 
and allied networks
Limit total number of tcp states 
Limit rate of tcp connections 
Limit icmp packet frequency



Network

Traffic
ALTQ in production on OpenBSD gateways
Control each type of traffic based on priority

Class based queueing (CBQ)
Shared bandwidth allocated by group
Hierarchical Fair Service Curve (HFSC)
Shared bandwidth with guaranteed minimum
Priority Queueing (PRIQ)
Packet position determined on priority alone

Failover
Experimenting with Common Address Redundancy 
Protocol (CARP) in OpenBSD
Backup hardware with fully meshed network 



Network

IPSEC VPN
Advantages:

Standards-based
May use most if not all types of network traffic
X.509 Certification management

Disadvantages:
Complex setup (made easier with OpenBSD)
NAT challenge may be subverted by using IPv6 or 
NAT-T for traversal



Network

IPSEC (continued) 
Two types of IPSEC headers

AH: authentication header
does not work with NAT
provides packet identity and integrity verification 
does not provide packet privacy 

ESP: ecapsulating security payload
works with NAT
provides packet identity and integrity verification
provides packet privacy



Network

http://www.networkworld.com/subnets/cisco/040207-ch6-mpls.html?page=3



http://blog.chinaunix.net/u1/42903/showart_458234.html



Intrusion Detection System

Management
Prelude
Sguil
ACID
BASE 

Sensors
Network: snort, tcpdump
Guest: samhain, syslog
Host: QEMU

Storage
Text: XML, ASCII
Database: MySQL, PostgreSQL
Distribution: Prelude, rsync 



Management

Prelude
Central data collection for honeypots and gateways
Sensors may be host or network based
Collection of syslog, firewall, md5sum, and packet data 
Correlation of alerts based on advanced search
Intrinsic authentication and encryption for sensors
Data collection failover
Parent and child data collection managers



Sensors

Snort
Creates alerts for correlation in real time
Requires fine-tuning for false positives and negatives
May be processor intensive with high load traffic
Alerts forwarded to the prelude collection manager(s)

Tcpdump
Collection of raw packets for detailed analysis
Rsync'd nightly to remote location(s) for data sharing

Samhain
Host module for detecting filesystem changes 
Module may run in stealth mode 
Alerts forwarded to the prelude collection manager(s)
Must compile and install on older operating systems



Sensors

Syslog
Built-in logging on most Unix-based honeypots
May be installed on Windows-based honeypots
Very easy to forward alerts
Good for initial alert of compromised honeypot
Very easy for attacker to thwart 

QEMU
Memory dump for analysis of running binaries
Gdb server for step-by-step binary analysis
Snapshots with ability to save state
May be possible to log syscalls from the honeypot
(eg. VMScope, work in progress)

http://cs.gmu.edu/%7Exwangc/Publications/RAID07-VMscope.pdf


Honeynet Interaction

The Inexperienced Gardener
Install RedHat 6.2 on a machine located on the private 
LAN
Forward a bunch of ports from the firewall to the now 
vulnerable honeypot
Wait... wait... wait some more
Eventually forget about the honeypot
Notice your internet connection is slow
Check the data collector to find over 700Mb of SPAM 
spewed across the Internet overnight
Compromised honeypots begin to attack outbound
Realized that you just facilitated 100 counts of fraud and 
50 counts of digital smuggling



Honeynet Interaction

The Experienced Gardener
Reviewed the local laws regarding surveillance
Interviewed experts in the field of forensics
Installed a sustainable network infrastructure including 
data collection instruments
Configured multiple firewalls with traffic shaping
Designated a dedicated DMZ for honeynet traffic 
Tested the configuration thoroughly
Researched the latest exploits on Packet Storm
Devised a strategy for honeynet intervention after a 
successful exploit
Tested an emergency plan for worst case scenario



Honeynet Interaction

The Experienced Gardener (continued)
Setup alerts to your mobile phone and email 
Installed an upatched enterprise operating system with 
the latest exploits exposed to the Internet
Monitored the collection manager daily
Watched traffic of compromised honeypots in real- time 
to assess attacker threat level
Disconnected the honeypot when sufficient data 
collected
Reviewed the logs, alerts, packets, and filesystem
Obscured the data to maintain privacy
Shared the data in a public forum for analysis
Contributed metadata and new tools for review



Case Analysis

RedHat 6.2 honeypot installed
Open ports include: ftp, ssh, telnet
Running wu-ftpd version 2.6.1-18 with well-known exploit
Attack timeline: (86,400 sec = 24 hrs; 3,600 sec = 1hr)

72,285 sec - first connection attempt
92,305 sec - first exploit attempt
92,319 sec - root obtained, rootkit installed
124,493 sec - first live login
126,066 sec - first outbound connection attempt
126,080 sec - downloaded irc bot binary 
126,098 sec - joined the botnet

























Intervention

Attacker with live connection to the honeypot
Outbound connection to IRC
Honeypot joined a botnet
All servers and credentials were collected
Time to meet the attacker ;-)



IRC Transcript

<William> no
<pr0m> hehe.  nice answer
<William> why ?
<pr0m> just curious.
<pr0m> are you romanian?
<William> no ;-)
<pr0m> columbian?
<William> why are you on all my channels ?
<William> can you tell me that ?
<pr0m> i dunno.  just curious.
<William> curios for what ?
<pr0m> what you're up to.  :)
<pr0m> hehe.  paranoid?
<William> -))
<William> i own you box -)
<William> are you mad on that ?
<pr0m> hehe. yea.  honeypot.
<pr0m> welcome.  :)



IRC Transcript

<William> -)
<William> but i only have 3 emech on your box
<William> -)
<pr0m> anything i can do to make you feel at home.
<William> can i still have it?
<pr0m> just let me know.
<William> i do not make any problems
<pr0m> i'll be reformatting soon.
<William> can i have access to your box ?
<pr0m> if you can hack it.  you can have it for a while.
<William> -)
<pr0m> but it would be boring if i had the same attacker every time.
<William> no sir 



IRC Transcript

<pr0m> trying to mix things up a bit.
<William> i can protect you from hackers
<pr0m> ah.  i see.
<William> i can secure it
<William> if you let me 
<pr0m> if i can find you... then you're not likely to secure me.
<pr0m> :)
<William> but i have hacked your box
<pr0m> yes.  and?
<William> i think with wuftpd ;-)
<pr0m> it's been done before.  
<William> it`s an old scanner
<William> it`s vulnerable to that
<William> ;-)
<pr0m> yea.  i know.  low hanging fruit.
<William> -))
<pr0m> was thinking of openbsd next time.



IRC Transcript

<William> ok sir
<pr0m> have a good day.  maybe we'
<William> bruteforce 
<William> with resolve that
<pr0m> we'll run into eachother again.
<William> but right now i must go  .
* pr0m tips his hat.
<William> if you want i will be online in 2 hrs .
<William> -)
<pr0m> maybe we'll chat again. 
<pr0m> later.  
<William> sir -)
<William> #Ramo
<William> look there
<pr0m> *nod*



IRC Transcript

<William> if you can see 
<William> i have many hacked box ;-0
<William> but i am not a spammer 
<William> or something like that .
<William> i will run 4 emech on servers
<William> thank you for your time .
<William> and i hope we can chat in  hrs
<William> and i hope we can chat in  2 hrs
<pr0m> ok.  see you around.
--- [William] is away (Retired...)



Contribution
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